
 
 

Saratoga Happy Color Primer 

 
Saratoga Happy Color Primer is the transparent undercoat to apply before normal varnishing, to ensure excellent adhesion of any spray enamel on 
difficult surfaces, such as plastics, metal alloys and metals in general, which otherwise would not be paintable. 

 
APPLICATION FIELDS 

Saratoga Acrylic Happy Color Primer is suitable for plastic surfaces (ABS, methacrylate, polycarbonate, hard PVC), car bumpers, motorcycles casings, 
miniatures in general, metal surfaces and alloys. 

 

APPLICATION 

• All surfaces must be dust free, clean, dry and degreased. 
• Shake can until hearing for a minute the sound of the marbles inside the can. 
• Keeping the can 20-30 cm from the surface to treat, apply slowly with slight crossed coats.  
• Wait at least an hour before proceeding with following applications. 
 
Clean varnish with Acetone and/or Nitro Diluent. 
With self-cleaning valve. 
 

Specific data   
Appearance  Can containing liquid under pressure 
Colour  Colourless 
Odour  Typical of solvent 
Density at 20°C g/ml 0,75-0,80 
Pressure at 20°C bar 4 ± 0,5 
Brightness-Gloss degree Gloss 25 
Skin formation time minutes 10 
Tack free minutes 15-20 
Fully dry hours 24 

 

STORAGE AND SHELF LIFE 

In unopened original packaging, between +20 and +25°C. 

 

CAUTIONS 

Keep out of the reach of children. 

Consult Material Safety Data Sheet for full list of hazards and the directions on the product label itself. 

For further information, please visit our site www.saratoga.it 
Product Description Pack size Product code Box quantity EAN code 
Can 400 ml 88 169 001 6 8 005860 881693 

 

04/17/2019, 1st Rev- The technical data contained herein is based on our present knowledge  and experience and we cannot be held liable for any errors, inaccuracies, omissions or editorial failings . All the 
information herein do not involve the assumption of responsibility in case of damages. Before using the product, the user should carry out any necessary test in order to ensure that the product is suitable 
for the intended application. All users should contact the seller or the manufacturer of the product for additional technical information concerning its use if they think that the information in their possession 
needs to be clarified in any way, for specific features, please contact Saratoga Int Sforza spa. Our specialists are at your disposal for further information. 

http://www.saratoga.it/

